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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
A 21st Century Romance! Anastasia Alexander Presents Modern Take on Romance
in Newly Released Bestseller!
Dallas, Texas, April 17, 2018 – Passionate about writing relatable yet inspiring modern
romance stories, author Anastasia Alexander has released a gripping new romance fiction
bestseller. Filled with interesting characters, plot twists and a profound meaning, the book’s
main character is helplessly romantic Maggie Chambers. Maggie is depicted as a woman who
enjoys relationships and the finer things in life. While luxuriously traveling the world with her
French lover, she is suddenly abandoned by her lover and left with little money.
Romancing JT: Millionaire Romance is a tantalizing tale as Maggie comes to terms with her
flaws, her mistakes, and her ability to rise above them to find love, passion, and a better life.
To find work, she signs up on a reality TV show Millionaire Romance, competing with 40 other
women to win brooding cowboy JT’s interest. As she deploys her commendable flirting skills to
get closer to JT, the story takes surprising twists and turns, ultimately evolving into a
transfixing tale of Maggie’s struggle to stay on the show and win.
“Anastasia Alexander weaves an interesting story with characters that readers will love. This is
a story with great emotional and physiological depth. Anastasia Alexander succeeds in
keeping the excitement of her readers high while building on characters that they can easily
connect to. This is, indeed, an engaging and entertaining read,” stated Romuald Dzemo of
Readers’ Favorite.
Romancing JT has been nominated as a Readers’ Favorite Five Stars winner. Anastasia
Alexander is renowned for romance works appealing to a large audience. Having experienced
her share of relationship flux, she’s passionate about relationships and romance. Learning
from real-life experiences, she paints relatable and personable characters that provide depth.
Romancing JT provides a first-hand look into the complexities for 21st century love.
Anastasia Alexander is available for interviews.
Romancing JT: Millionaire Romance is available on Amazon.com.
Book Preview: http://www.amazon.com/dp/B07BNXRPWG

